Kia Koe Constitution 26/6/2017

NAME: The Kia Koe Political Party
Underlying principles:
That the five Basic Rights, and the five Basic Freedoms, will be honoured. These basic
rights and Freedoms, have their limits in terms of Boundary, and Responsibilities that go
with them.

The Right to Life

The Right to Freedom and Liberty

The Right to Work/Labour

The right to enjoy the Pursuit of Happiness

The Right to Love/Friendship

The Freedom of Choice

The Freedom of Speech

The Freedom of Association

The Freedom of Movement and

The Freedom of Enterprise
That the policies and choices that TKKP will support, are those that make commercial
sense to the Nation as a whole, that we will not be bound by International Conventions
which may seem suited to the needs of other countries, but which by their nature or
intent, do not suit New Zealand and our Citizens. In particular, in relationship to the
Debts of the Country, to the ways in which we contribute to the International Stage at all
levels, given the size of our Nation, and that we will place an overriding importance of
preserving our Country, and by association for those who will benefit from our
responsible Custodianship.
TKKP will always endeavour to offer the greatest possible democratic processes
available to all its members, together with the best tools to contribute to, and manage
those processes; to constantly ensure all possibilities are explored to not only increase
membership, but more importantly, to retain it
TKKP will uphold the tenets of fairness, good manners, respect, and will not tolerate
abuse of any kind, being judgmental on its members, or intolerant of them, nor
deliberate ignorance
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TKKP - the designers preference, is to avoid Lowest Common Denominator (LCD) reasons
or causes, as the basis for the creation of new rules, but to analyse carefully whether
new laws and rules are being made in order to accommodate being “fair” to LCD people,
by being “Unfair” to those who are victims of LCD people
The Youth, being tomorrows leaders, and TKKP being acutely aware of how disillusioned
many are, by the time voting age is reached (in some cases, a person can be 21 years of
age, before being able to first feel the “empowerment” of voting) are strongly
encouraged to belong to TKKP and contribute to their future. To This end, membership is
encouraged from the age of 12 years old. There will be certain voting areas in which age
is a barrier to voting. Any Age Restrictions will be decided upon at Policy Pending Stage
New Zealand Government is NZ’s biggest business, and largest employer, delegated to
by the people of NZ, to manage NZ’s biggest asset, NZ itself. In the management of this
asset, TKKP wants to ensure that the bigger picture is held in view, that what is good for
NZ, overall, is good for the individuals within NZ. This view, will increase the size of the
pie, rather than the current situation which seems to be more focussed on cutting the
existing sized pie, into increasingly smaller fractions, to the benefit of only a few. To that
end, part of the process will be to analyse the larger impact, and not just the smaller
view, with the focus on the individual taxpayer as an island. Or to view groups of
taxpayers, being more special than others are. While the party cannot itself enforce this
view, it is expected that through the provision of better, larger information, the choices
will be obvious… Kia Koe.
Te Tiriti o Waitangi/The Treaty of Waitangi is the founding document of New Zealand, and
the intention of the Treaty at the time of its being signed, is to be respected, and not
overstepped or ignored
Childcare shall always be available to take care of members who feel unable to take care
of kids as well as attend important meetings – bring your child or children, advise in
advance of what you need, including any special needs, such as allergies, at the time of
putting in your RSVP, and we will take care of it
Accountability being one of the primary pillars of TKKP, the Accounts of TKKP shall be
audited annually, after 31st March, but prior to 31st May of that year
The idea of being protected by the State, may be challenged within the Party, and
occasionally, this idea which has been given free reign, for a long time, should be
challenged to be sure, that it is in fact, serving all, and not just catering to an LCD
faction/fraction
TKKP in all aspects, will not be Judgmental, and will provide equal opportunity at all
levels to all, no matter which gender, religious preference, Age, sexual preference,
Marital status, Able bodied or not, political preference, or preferred Rugby/Netball team
 (or on any other basis…)
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Everything about TKKP, should endeavour to show NZ in a good light to the rest of our
planet, and to a Global Leader in our approach
Enjoy the ride, enjoy the empowerment, Kia Koe
Objectives
To be represented in every electorate, in order to best represent the Kia Koe Party as
well as to ensure that every citizen/resident has an opportunity to not only be
empowered by the party, but to also be able to vote for a candidate in their own
electorate, no matter where they are registered
Policy/Mandate
TKKP Mandate/Policies shall be formed, based on the rankings of the Policies voted upon
within TKKP by its members. Those Policies which are top ranked, automatically being
the Mandate for the Party
For clarity though, as the Policies rankings will constantly be shifting, as at midnight of
the Friday night, 28 days preceding the election, those policies which are top ranked, at
that time/day, WILL BE the policies which are shared as being the Party Mandate in
terms of the Election. Electorate Candidates must acknowledge the changing landscape
and be ready to represent its party, no matter what those changes might be.
The number of Policies listed, as being mandate, will not exceed 20 Policies. Naturally,
all other policies ranking below the top 20, are available to view and be aware of as
potential up and coming Policies in the top 20 in the future.
Between that date (28 days prior to Election) and the Election date, ALL Policies may still
be voted on, and ranked, and if sufficient number within the KKP agree, it may be
possible to shift Policy which did not previously rank, into those top 20
Membership
TKKP membership is open to any person aged 12 years or older
Being a Member of TKKP does not exclude a person from being a member of any other
organisation or Political Party. It is expected, and will be enforced, that respect and
courtesy must always be maintained in all arenas where TKKP is present. Ie heckling,
disrespect and lack of courtesy, will not be tolerated, and offenders/the offensive
removed
Membership, within TKKP is not reliant on being registered in any other way than
through the registration process on line (if unable to register online, for some reason,
please ask someone to contact us, and we will assist you through the process, either in
person, by phone/skype, by Facsimile, or whatever will work best for you)
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Membership assumes universality within NZ, it does not matter where you live, overseas
is OK too, nor which Electorate you live within, as long as you are an NZ Citizen (NZ
Passport Holder) or an NZ resident, you may belong to the Party
Expulsion from membership & Disciplinary Procedures,
it is hoped will not occur, however…
There are three levels of discipline
Suspension of active membership, that is, unable to post comments and upload images,
but still able to vote on Policy
Suspension of membership, that is, unable to do anything but view TKKP, or to share
information
Revocation of Membership/Expulsion. That is, full membership cancelled, without refund
Any of these three levels may be appealed by contacting us
(Contact/Membership/Suspension or Revocation Appeal) – the disciplinary tribunal who
will apply the principles of Natural Justice in the findings and recommendations, and will
at the least, offer you a voice in your own support/defence will deal with this.
Expulsion/Revocation of Membership, will apply for one full calendar year, after which,
the person may re-join, no questions asked, under the same terms and conditions as
upon first joining
The Disciplinary measures will arise from
Clear abuse, or being deliberately misleading, from Application to join, onwards
Being seen to be Placing TKKP in a position of disrepute
Avoidance of the founding principles,
Using membership to attempt to sabotage the results by making out of the ordinary
choices (we are aware that there will be members of other parties, who may endeavour
to skew results)
Member reaction to comments/posts which indicate that as a member, the founding
principles of absence of abuse, right first time, courtesy and respect, among other
aspects, are not in accordance with what TKKP sets out to be
If you have special skill sets, and are neither a resident, nor a Citizen of NZ, you may
apply (there is an option to do so at the registration of Self area to do so, however, you
will need to provide a strong set of credentials which will be considered. Any reasonable
request will not unreasonably be denied
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Membership Fees,
TKKP charges membership fees, and will give good value in return, in the form of
allowing all members to have a stake in choosing how and what TKKP will present as
Policy, to enhance not only the life of the individual, but the whole of NZ in the areas of
finance, personal wealth, health, justice, education…
In Effect, to become world leaders in our political sense of who we are, and how we do
things.
Family Membership. A Family Membership is available and applies to all who reside at
the same residence (within reason). It is not essential that every member of the family
join, nor is it essential that all/any other members of the family join at the same time.
Family Membership is about commercial sense and recognises that some members of
the family may already have registered, in which case, if a credit is due, membership
already having been paid, for one or more members, a credit will be issued to the group
as a whole
Advantages of being a Member of TKKP
You will receive Communications (if you wish) relevant to TKKP which offer a different
perspective, or allow you to feel further empowered (developments, changes, etc.)
You will be entitled to attend Conferences, there may or may not be costs attached to
this, and the usual rules of Good Manners, courtesy and respect will be required of all
who attend (Click here to Opt in/out if you wish)
It is envisioned, that there will be Social occasions, at local Electorate levels, as well as
regional and National Levels to which members will receive invitations in order to put
faces to names, to meet similarly minded people, to which as members, naturally, we
would love you to attend (Click here to opt in/out for an invitation at least, if you wish)
Special Membership arrangements may be granted by the Electorate Committee
responsible for the Electorate within which you reside for exceptional service to TKKP,
naturally, we would expect that this service would stand out anyway, but if you
recognise special talent and effort, to let us know or to remind us (Click here or use the
Contact button) and we will look into it
Organisation
Being an “Everywhere” sort of Party, requires an “Everywhere” perspective, which still
requires to be organised to perform certain functions , to provide special support where
it is needed, to decide upon important matters for the members and strength of the
Party (perhaps about service providers, costs, changes etc.)
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The Kia Koe Party Management Team/Executive will be responsible for these matters, to
be aware of them, but this can only be done well, with members input. Help yourselves

Each Electorate will look after the special needs, concerns and requirements of its own
constituency, as well as TKKP requirements, if however, a neighbouring Electorate, or
any for that matter, needs assistance, in the spirit of Teamwork, and Right First Time
thinking, we expect that assistance will not unreasonably be denied. And let’s face it,
there is a huge potential out there, to get the right help, at the right time
Specialised groups for Specialised needs
In certain specific areas requiring specialised skills and knowledge, networking
connections and ability, naturally, those best able to contribute will be selected, in
particular for those areas of:
Te Tiriti o Waitangi, Pacific Island, Asian, Disadvantaged, Welfare State,
Education/Tertiary, Youth, Industry/Large Employment Sectors, Environment, Law
Creation of New Sectors will be As required and recommended by TKKP Management
Team at Policy Level, local
Membership/Electorate changes of address
As TKKP is a universal Party, if you can please update your membership registration
details with any change of address as these events happen, it will assist us with knowing
who we have, when, and where.
Membership Fees
The Fees will go toward the costs associated with the efficient running and management
of TKKP
Membership fees are payable online (if you have difficulty with this for some reason,
please contact us, and we will assist)
Membership fees are always due in advance, and reminders will always be sent to let
members know of upcoming expiry of membership, offering the usual options for
bringing the membership fees up to date
Officers
An organisation such as TKKP needs to employ specific skill sets to enable good
management of the Party
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A Chairperson, an Accountant, A Manager and other staff as may be required, although
it is envisioned, that much work will be contracted out (details of these costs may be
found in the Accounting Section of TKKP)
Any Vacancies, will be advised on the “Help Kia Koe” tab, which will advertise both paid,
and unpaid positions requiring assistance
Electorate/Electorate Group and Annual General Meeting
Each Electorate/Group of Electorates shall have an AGM each year, to be accomplished
between Jan 31st and March 31st each year, with an all-comers AGM in April
Both meetings will be announced prior to Christmas of the preceding year, in order to
allow members to plan their lives around the event.
While it is clear that a huge amount of communication will be occurring online, through
SMS and other means, it is the personal touch that really makes a big difference to
feeling like part of an awesome team, and we hope that you all will take the opportunity
to attend, from time to time
As usual, the format will be, Confirmation of the Minutes of the previous Annual
Meeting, followed by approval of the latest set of accounts, at all four levels, P&L,
Balance Sheet, Creditor & Debtor Analysis, and matters arising from all, with the
Election of officers, followed by any other agenda items and AOB
Each Electorate Group is expected to develop its own regional annual goals, which will
be published on TKKP website, at Regional level, and be monitored as to the
achievement of those goals to be reported on TKKP website.
Many of the tools to validate those goals being achieved will be developed by TKKP, and
constantly available to all through the software behind TKKP
It is also expected, in the absence of ignorance, that senior members of the Party be
aware, and share the good ideas and aims of others, if it is possible or preferable to
emulate those ideas – copying a good idea, is still better than following an idea that
does not work so well
Electorate/Electorate Group Special Meetings
From time to time, it may be preferable to have a special meeting, for which as much
notice as possible will be given, and again, to which all paid up members are invited to
attend and your presence will be appreciated
A barcoded admission ticket will be emailed to you, upon your acceptance of the
invitation
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Again, as a courtesy, if you change your mind, please let us know, so we have the
catering side sorted out, we will not be judgmental/offended if you change your mind,
We would be rather more grateful for your courtesy (also, as you know, in today’s world,
we will know if you said yes, but did not turn up, as the bar code will let us know, not
having been scanned in  )
Electorate/Electorate Group Meeting Quorum
A quorum for the above meetings shall consist of at least five (5) members.
Electorate (Group) Committees
While in theory, TKKP does not seem to need a physical presence, we should never
forget that no matter which computer program we use, nothing beats the personal
touch, for communication, and the feel-good aspects about ourselves.
We should feel proud of what we represent, and take opportunity to share that pride,
that sense of belonging with each other as members, but also with the outside world, of
which, many are also members, although perhaps unknown to each of us personally
Those who express an interest to contribute at a Committee level (in registration
process) will be given fair consideration, and be elected to that committee
Within the Committee, it is expected that the Committee will give particular thought and
consideration, and put into action,
any particular matters which are localised and perhaps not visible to NZ at large (eg
conservation, (un)employment issues)
ideas which promote TKKP,
create possibilities for interaction amongst its members (and non-members) ,
Consideration of financial outcomes for TKKP,
Election lead up and promotional activity
The Electorate (Group) Committees will report any of these back to either the
specialised groups for Specialised needs, or the National Committee, whichever makes
the most sense.
TKKP Executive
Needs work
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If an Executive member is absent without having given their apologies on any single
meeting of the Executive (Courtesy and respect being one of the founding principles),
the position shall be declared vacant and refilled
TKKP Executive Vacancies
TKKP Executive Vacancies will be advertised on the main website for all to have an
opportunity to apply, while invitations to apply will be sent to those who have registered
their interest at registration level
TKKP Executive Meetings
The usual rules apply, a Chairperson rules, in the absence of the Chairperson (who has
given their apologies  ) the next most senior person will take charge.
The rest of the meeting will be conducted in the usual manner, concerning committee
meetings, minutes are to be taken at the time, and scanned into the appropriate folder
within Kia Koe, duly signed as a correct representation of the meeting concerned
Blank meeting minute forms may be downloaded and either used directly from within, or
printed from the Forms TAB of the TKKP menu
These meeting minutes will be kept confidential, unless you choose that there is nothing
of a confidential nature in them, so that they are able to be freely shared with all,
including the opposition parties if they choose.
It is preferable that the meeting minutes NOT be kept confidential if possible, so that
there is transparency in all the workings of the party, if other parties choose to follow
what we do, then we become the leaders, and they, the followers, which creates a sense
of pride, and leading edge
No less than two meeting should be held each year, the first prior to the third week in
February, and the second no later than the third week in July
These meetings may be held in any manner suitable, but a manner that does not involve
travel would be encouraged such as teleconference, preferably involving Video.
Party expenses policy, travel, accommodation, etc, will be managed by TKKP
Management Team
Council/Local Body Elections
As a member of TKKP, you are automatically assumed or enrolled to be a member of
TKKP at local body, or Council level (this was part of the Registration Process, to check if
you are, or are not, or to alter your preferences, click here).
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The Local Body Elections, while less onerous than National Level, are still going to
require a lot of your time and energy, to be effective, and, no doubt, a lot of patience
pills, until things move along a little.
TKKP will have developed a more specific Council Level TKKP presence, to Facilitate this,
before January of 2018
As with National Nomination, your agreement to stand as a Candidate in your electorate,
is your bond, and so strong thought and consideration prior to nominating yourself to
compete for that privilege, must be undertaken
This includes your current work commitments (if successful, depending which station
you are aiming for, you will need to resign
If you run your own business, and I hope some of you do, you will need to rearrange
your affairs so your business works well without you constantly in it
If you have family, and a partner, their needs on your time and energy, and love/life, will
be compromised at the least, a little.
Life in the public arena, will be great, as long as you have full support
The Selection Process, at Local Body level, will be the same as that at National Party
Level
Local Government Group Council
Needs some work to develop processes however, brief thoughts on this, for the moment
At a very local regional level, in own electorate, all candidates, and elected members,
are to make themselves available for local content, and concerns.
TKKP will regionalise the memberships, so that data is regionally (E.g. Only Manukau)
relevant, and manageable, prior to January of 2018
This will, in the same manner of TKKP at National Level, allow members to choose,
regionally, which issues are the most relevant for them, as well as, at a larger regional
level, eg Auckland as a whole, instead of just Manukau
Strategically, the effects of Party Tickets, and their effect on the overall campaign will be
considered at Council level, however, it is envisioned, that TKKP will overcome any
issues within the format arranged
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At the Local Body Level, accounting will in part be derived from the membership at
Naitonal level, as those members are already included in the Local body, but also, in
part, from membership fees which are obtained separate to National Party level
Any budgeted expenses, as at National Level, are to be posted into the appropriate
section of the Transparency accounts, and approved PRIOR to the actual expense being
incurred.
Once expenses are incurred, the invoices are posted as usual by the accounting section,
having been approved and compared to Budget, as is normal in business
All meetings are to be conducted in the same manner as at National level, from the
advice concerning meetings, to the timing of those meetings, to the minutes being
recorded, and uploaded into TKKP. As before, newly elected members will Preferably,
available for all to view, but, here again, Kia Koe…
Electorate Selection Process
While all candidates are able to present as much or as little information about
themselves, as they choose (Kia Koe, again) the submission must be in the prescribed
format, and must be done on line.
This is a requirement, because it is preferable that all answers are tabulated into a
spreadsheet style format, so that your peers are able to make an “Apples with Apples”
style choice about their own preferences, and dig deeper for more information about
yourself as a candidate.
Yourself, as a Candidate, naturally, will be clear and truthful about who you are, what
your relevant experience is, what you feel that you can contribute that makes you
special
There are, of course in Parliament, a number of portfolios which you may have
particular, or special experience with, which you may note in particular upon your
application, which will populate within the grid at National level, as well as electorate or
Local Body Level, further enabling the voters/peers to consider those skills most
valuable
Prior to, and at any stage, you can edit your details, and through TKKP those who have
already read your resume, will be advised that you have updated it, and will be aware
that there is more to view, in case they wish to change their minds
Party Listing Priority
TKKP will adopt the simple policy of ranking by the number of validated Kia Koe Party
members who are in your electorate, if there is disparity of the number of voters in an
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electorate, this will be pro rata to bring all to the same level. The Elected Leader of TKKP
will occupy the first place on TKKP Listing
This is the only place within TKKP that voters who are not yet 18 years of age, do not
have an impact, that is, only Kia Koe Party members of voting age, 18 at the present,
will count towards party ranking
To increase the diversity of opinion, each member will choose three (of three or more)
and rank them according to preference (1, 2, 3) if less than three candidates, less
rankings, of course.
Votes will not be able to be cast if the maximum number of ranking possibilities are not
selected
The candidate with the lowest total of points (rank 1 = 1 point, rank2 = 2 points etc) will
be the nominated candidate
By-Elections
By-Elections will be run under the same conditions as any normal election as stipulated
previously
Election Petitions
Any concerns relating to the declarations of Returning Officers in Parliamentary elections
will be able to be voiced to the TKKP Returning Officers Tribunal, appointed by TKKP
Management Team, which only be available for use for members to use for this purpose,
for the maximum of one week, following the election
Parliamentary Kia Koe Party in Action
The Parliamentary Kia Koe Party constantly honour and respect the formation policies
and principles
If there is any perceived conflict this shall be brought immediately to the attention of
TKKP Management Team
The Policy Platform and policy of the Party shall be binding on all members of the
Parliamentary Kia Koe Party, however, if there is any difficulty, at a personal level, this is
respected, however, rather than having a jack-in-the- box surprise, it is expected that
within courtesy and respect, this will be an impossibility to achieve
The Leader of the Parliamentary KKP and TKKP parliamentary Leader election is covered
separately
Amending the Constitution and Rules
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149.
Initially, there will be quite a few, maybe many new and excellent ideas to
improve TKKP from members, which can be indicated in TKKP/Constitution/Feedback,
and supported in the same way as “The Other Side of the Coin” process. Each Heading &
Paragraph has a reference number to help this process is a speedy clear way
To avoid duplication of ideas, it will be requisite that you acknowledge former ideas, that
you have read them, can comment on them, invite the author to expand/alter, and vote
in your support or otherwise, of the proposed change(s). Also, there will be TKKP
feedback, to say actioned, or when it will be actioned (or not) so you know what is
happening and an indicator of when.
Dispute Procedures
Initially, report to TKKP Management Team if resolution has already been attempted to
no avail
Meetings
All Meetings are to be conducted along the same lines, and the format for this can be
downloaded, and completed on line at TKKP/Forms/Meetings – also, Meeting Minutes are
available at TKKP/Forms/Meeting Minutes
ELECTION RULES for the Parliamentary Kia Koe Party Leadership Elections
Election of the Leader of TKKP – the Leader must be able to demonstrate a proven track
record of being able to motivate a team, good business skills, a good decision maker
and ability to Delegate.
The candidates various references, CV, Video Presentation, of no less than5 minutes
duration, must appear on TKKP website so it is able to be perused over, by Members
prior to the Election
An election for the position of Leader is triggered if there is a vacancy, or if enough
support requesting a change, 50%
Leadership Rules

The Election Rules for the Parliamentary Labour Party Leadership Elections
Where an election is triggered by a resignation or death of the Leader, the Senior Whip
shall be responsible for formally notifying the Party President and General Secretary of
the fact as soon as practicable.
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The closing date and time for nominations for the position of Leader of TKKP will be set
by the KKP Management team in either a face-to-face or teleconference meeting in
which is established the timetable for the whole election; that will be held as soon as
practicable and within 48 hours of an election being triggered.
Notice of this event will be posted on TKKP to allow the quick and efficient gathering of
any and all potentially relevant information
All nominations are to be made on line, within TKKP using the forms in TKKP/Forms/TKKP
Leader Election Nomination Form linking proposed, nominator and seconder in a single
application
Once accepted by the management team as being valid and confirmed as meeting the
conditions, the completed application form and all other relevant material will
immediately be available on-line in TKKP
The voting process will give additional weight to those who already have Parliamentary
experience, in an amount as yet to be determined, while individual members of TKKP
will control 5the balance. Initially though, those under 18 will not be able to vote, and of
course, there may beno-one with Parliamentary experience in the initial election
There will be one Tribunal of Returning Officers for the whole election, to be appointed
by TKKP Management Team
Scrutineers for the manually submitted vote count will be appointed by TKKP
Management Team, in teams of three each
Any Issues arising will be referred for decision to the Tribal of Returning Officers. TKKP
will be responsible for ensuring that the electronic voting system is operating properly.
Results for each candidate will be published in TKKP immediately each is known.
Timeline
It is expected, that allowing for manual votes to be posted and received and
scrutineered, that a period of no more than 7 calendar days will elapse prior to results
being made known
Promotion and Communications
A series of husting meetings for eligible voters and other Party members, will be
organised and funded by TKKP
The location of meetings will be taken from the following list, with the final choice being
dependent on the time available, the level of organisation in each city, and at a
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minimum covering the largest and as many rather remote population centres as
possible:
Whangarei x 2 Kerikeri
Auckland x 5 - North, South, East,
West, and Central
Hamilton
Tauranga
Hawkes Bay
New Plymouth
Palmerston North
Wellington x 2, Lower Hutt &
Wellington Central

Nelson
Christchurch
Dunedin
West Coast
Invercargill

Candidates will be expected to attend the husting meetings. The meetings will be
arranged in a consistent way, refer TKKP forms
There will be the ability to apply for Membership on line at the meetings
The meetings will not be closed to the Media, and speeches made by candidates will be
made available TO the Media,
Leaflets produced by the candidates will be made available at these events (the costs of
production will be borne by TKKP at a level determined by TKKP Management Team who
will keep track of individual expenditure by candidates to ensure spend is under the
threshold,
Candidates themselves must take care of their own records of what is spent outside of
TKKP control
All candidate material must comply with the Code of Conduct for candidates. Which
rather applies to all members, and humanity , refer TKKP/Forms/Code of Conduct
Standard format candidate statements, news items, standard length videos and contact
details will be published prominently on a distinct part of TKKP website, with candidates
being requested to provide wording, high resolution photos etc. as required. Each
candidate will have access to a different section within their own Kia Koe Party Details
registration opened up, so the process does not request information already captive
within TKKP
This will include the potential to link to themselves via external sources such as Skype,
Internal Dialogue, URL for websites etc.
During an election, TKKP Management Team will appoint a Communications team to
coordinate media interviews, media releases, hustings announcements, requests for
interviews, with the candidates expected to attend all TKKP-organised events
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TKKP Management Team
TKKP CEO
Assistant CEO
Senior Personal Assistant
Other such staff as determined by the Management TEAM
Where a candidate has acted inconsistently with the Rules or the Code of Conduct for
candidates, the Tribunal of Returning Officers has the discretion to decide what might be
an appropriate response, including, for example:
Querying the action with candidate and the Agent
Private instruction to a candidate and their Agent that a practice desist or that material
be withdrawn
Withdrawing any/all access to Kia Koe Party website provided by TKKP
A public warning
Requiring an apology
To recommend to TKKP Management team, that a candidate be barred or whatever else
seems appropriate
TKKP will not cover the costs incurred by any candidate.
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